Strengths Finder / Myers-Briggs Interplay
Applying Your Strengths
(using Harry's Strengths Profile as an example)

Applied Using Gifts of the Father
(Romans 12:3-8)
- Prophecy – speaking with forthrightness and insight, demonstrating moral boldness and uncompromising commitment to worthy values and social righteousness
- Ministry – rendering service to meet the needs of others
- Teaching – acquiring and sharing of knowledge and insight from and with others
- Exhortation – entreatings, comforting or instructing
- Giving – providing to others in a spirit of generosity without outward demonstration of pride and with a sense of liberality
- Leadership – being a role model to others and serving in the role of servant leader
- Mercy – relating to others in empathy, respect, honesty and service while finding sympathy with the misery of others

Through lens of Myers-Briggs INTJ
(Mastermind):
- Introversion – Quiet / Reserved
- Intuition – Abstraction / Big Picture
- Thinking – Requires Data Over Emotion
- Judgmental – Planning / Predictability

Built upon a foundation of the Gifts of the Spirit
(Isaiah 11:2-3)
- Wisdom – strive to acquire, apply and share wisdom whenever possible.
- Understanding – everything happens for a reason, one likely valid at the moment. Blame produces no solution but doesn’t absolve one of responsibility and accountability either.
- Counsel – offer guidance when requested, apply intervention if appropriate, decline to offer if request is inappropriate and accept counsel (even if not desired) but of value to circumstance / context.
- Fortitude – apply perseverance towards proper causes and ideals and support others when help is needed.
- Knowledge – strive to learn something every day, convert it to wisdom through application and offer when appropriate.
- Plenty – offer and expect humility without any party being a doormat.
- Respect for Authority – accept that we are all responsible and accountable to others regardless of title or role.